Enea Altzo943, Enea Lottus and Enea Café Wood Stool
Cleaning and Disinfecting Guidelines
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As organizations around the world seek to understand what the post-COVID-19 workplace looks like,
we know that many will have questions around the cleanability of products, particularly within
ancillary and shared spaces.
Fortunately, a range of Enea products from Coalesse, including Altzo943, Lottus, and Café Wood
Stool, are available to add elegance and casual refinement to any work setting while using durable
materials that can endure the frequent cleaning that customers now require. Below are cleaning
instructions and product features that make these product lines safe and robust choices for any
space:
Materiality and Cleanability
-

-

Polypropylene shells and seats: Easily and repeatedly cleaned without damage using
diluted bleach (maximum 10% bleach).
All exposed hard surfaces: Easily and repeatedly cleaned without risk of damage using a
list of recommended cleaning solutions found here (includes solid wood, metal and
polypropylene).
Upholstered seats and inserts: Customers can view a selection of bleach-cleanable fabrics
in the Steelcase Finish Library or from Designtex.

Product Features
-

-

Upholstery: Upholstery is optional on all products. Customers can choose durable and
easily cleanable polypropylene seats or bleach-cleanable fabric seats and inserts.
Arms: Altzo943 does not offer arms and Enea Lottus is available without, lessening the
exposed surface area to harbor viruses and bacteria.
Movement: Enea Lottus’ cantilever arm, if specified, can be used to hang Enea Lottus from
tables for easy cleaning underneath. In addition, all product lines are lightweight and easy to
move or store to accommodate cleaning or temporary application changes.
Storage: Enea Lottus’ durable metal base stacks for storage and an available dolly allows
organizations to temporarily reduce and store excess seating to accommodate social
distancing.

With Enea Altzo943, Enea Café Wood Stool and the Enea Lottus collection, Coalesse offers a range
of products that suit any space while simultaneously ensuring that employees can feel safe and
welcome in their return to the office.

